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ABSTRACT

When young children hear stories about Wallis Simpson, the Duchess of Windsor, they always remember that “No woman will dislike being too thin and having too much money” as a cliche. Like Wallis, staying skinny under today's Western culture, especially the American culture, advocates strongly the conformity on women’s body image[9]. Normative social influence has huge effects of conformity on women’s body image, which makes women strive to pursue the attractive figure prescribed by culture. Different countries have different conformity on women’s body images while most countries treat fat as beauty. Almost every woman from different cultures is pursuing the attractive figure prescribed by their culture and never feels confident about their body. This shows that almost every woman is affected by conformity on their body images under different social norms and cultures. However, to fit in this body conformity, many people used extreme ways, like almost not eating anything or even worse. This paper aims to analyzes the effects of conformity on women’s body images under different social norms and different cultures. Many people think the affections on women’s body images could push women to have a healthier lifestyle. However, it is not necessary to chase body conformity blindly.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, women care about their conformity to their body images, affecting by different social norms and different cultures. Women are willing to change their bodies to conform to the beauty standard in society, even doing dangerous things. Normative social influence has huge effects of conformity on women’s body images, which makes women strive to pursue the attractive figure prescribed by culture. Mostly, women got the body conformity changing by the social media. Researchers have investigated how body image conformity is brought to women, but it seems like women are still chasing the changeable body images in society. Dissatisfaction with the body and excessive investment in the body are precursors to a series of unhealthy eating behaviors, including overeating, restrictive eating, and self-inducing vomiting[12]. Excessive attention to weight and body type has been identified as important risk factors for the development of eating disorders and in the body are precursors to a series of unhealthy eating behaviors, including overeating, restrictive eating, and self-inducing vomiting[12]. Excessive attention to weight and body type has been identified as important risk factors for the development of eating disorders and has been included as the diagnostic criteria for anorexia and bulimia [13]. In addition, dissatisfaction with body image and depression, stress, low self-esteem, increased negative emotions, decreased evaluation of one's physical attractiveness, global shame, increased social anxiety, emotional distress, appearance contemplation, and unnecessary appearance management tendencies [6]. The tripartite Influence Model will be used in this research to analyze the development of dissatisfaction with body images under current social conformity. This research aims to encourage women to accept their body images and not hurt themselves mentally and physically for trying to fit in the social body images conformity.

2. TRIPARTITE INFLUENCE MODEL

One of the most commonly used theories to explain the unsatisfactory development of body image is the tripartite influence model [23]. The model proposes that three influences, which are peers, parents, and media, affected body image and dietary issues through two mediating mechanisms: the internalization of social standards for appearance and excessive appearance comparison. According to the tripartite influence model, social influences such as age, family, and media pressure, individuals adhere to culturally defined beauty standards [7]. After constant exposure to this information, celebrities become part of the individual's personal
beliefs about attractiveness and beauty. Individuals begin to internalize their appearance idols, which they eventually interpret as self-derived. Those who internalize the dominant information in the social and cultural environment to a greater extent, but at the same time do not feel that they meet the standards, are at higher risk of dissatisfaction with body image [24]. The internalization of thin celebrities is the basic concept of a complete understanding of dissatisfaction with body image. Studies from Suismen et al. [23] that the internalization of lean ideals is directly related to physical dissatisfaction and eating disorder symptoms. In addition, it has been found that thin internalization can regulate the relationship between sociocultural influence and physical dissatisfaction [10].

3. ANALYSIS

3.1. Physical effects

The current social and cultural pressures that force women to keep weight and lose weight can have serious consequences, even fatal. Those pressures cause some women to maintain unrealistic perfect bodies through unhealthy diet and exercise habits [2]. Conformity includes informative social influence and normative social influence [1]. Normally the influence for people fitting in the conformity of body images is normative social influence, that conforms because people want to be liked or accepted by others. Based on research in 1986, the last time weight loss became the conformity for a female attractive figure was in the mid-20th century with a spread of an epidemic of eating disorders [20]. Insane weight loss also appears in younger girls. Several studies have provided support for tripartite impact models among young girls and women [19]. In addition to body image disorders and eating disorders, the tripartite impact model is also very suitable for explaining women's various physical management habits, such as tanning and exercise, and attitudes towards cosmetic surgery [18]. In 2000, a research survey by the American Anorexia Bulimia Association found that 1/3 of girls aged from twelve to thirteen are actively trying to lose weight through dieting, vomiting, diarrhea, and using weight-loss drugs[2] [17]. Due to this insane weight-losing activity, many girls died and got serious diseases that time, which hurt body and teenager's development as the researchers concluded. Everyone has the right to chase beauty, however, it is crucial to choose the right way and avoid hurting bodies under the effects of conformity of women’s body shapes.

3.2. Mental effects

Despite the negative effects on human health, the conformity of attractive women’s bodies images may lead to the results of unconfident and abnormal psychology under conformity pressure. In the last few decades, the standards of attractive figures for women in other non-American cultures have also undergone changes in conformity of women's beauty. In order to fully understand the body image in different cultures, it is necessary to understand the social-cultural norms. Social-cultural rules are the rules or expectations of behavior and thinking based on common beliefs about gender roles in these specific cultural groups [22]. Because people have integrated into the gender ideology of the community and the rules about how men and women should think and behave, they accept these norms on the surface. These values and norms can directly affect the way power is distributed in society, which is a typical disadvantage of women in most patriarchal societies [12]. Therefore, men’s perception of femininity and beauty has not only become a preference, but also a standard of pursuit. For example, traditional gender roles associate femininity with beauty and attention with appearance [11]. In fact, among young women, the concept of femininity is positively related to the importance of appearance. This finding suggests that compared to women with non-traditional attitudes, attractive appearances may be more important for women who identify with traditional gender role attitudes [8]. Therefore, women’s traditional attitudes towards the relationship between men and women may secretly require her to possess and display the physical and behavioral characteristics that she considers attractive to men. After World War two, Japan's conformity to popular appearance is affected by a more American tendency. This conformity tendency treats women's slender legs and thin bodies as beauty, which is also called hatou thin [16]. This cultural shift had impacted Japanese women to some degree as Japanese society is defined as a patriarchal society after World War Two. Japanese women got the strong normative conformity pressure to stay skinny and had feelings of unconfident. In fact, the researchers analyzed and compared Japanese and American college-age women and figured out that Japanese women always thought that they were too obese more than American women thought about themselves [15]. Meanwhile, Japanese women are also more dissatisfied with their bodies than American women although Japanese women are normally thinner than American women on average [15]. In addition, the researchers found that the “the needs for social identity” can better predict the eating disorders of Japanese women, but it is not applicable to American women. Compared with American culture, Japanese culture is more submissive for women, so maintaining a slim norm will have more serious consequences for Japanese women [16]. This pressure causes Japanese women unconfident with many psychological diseases like eating disorders, as one of the negative effects of women's body images conformity.
3.3. changeable body images conformity

The conformity of women celebrities’ body shapes images might change current conformity body images in different eras, which is also how women know the type of attractive figure that their culture identified at a specific moment as the conformity of body images changing [20]. Body images conformity might change due to the different popular actresses in different eras. At the beginning of the 20th century, there were beautiful women with plump bodies. In the 1920s, it was the era of actress "Frivolous Girl". At that time, Frivolous Girl’s appearance conformity was flat-chested and slender. Body conformity changed in the 1940s due to actresses such as "Pier Girl" Betty Grable. At that time, body conformity was the standard for a pretty plump body. In the 1950s, Marilyn Monroe was sought after by the world, and her figure conformity had lines and beautiful curves. Twiggy becomes the new conformity of women’s bodies in the 1960s with skinny bodies. This extremely skinny body had continued for the longest time during the 20th as the conformity of women's body images [3]. From this time on, women have been conveying body shape conformity through various forms of media, from magazine advertisements to TV scenes and comedies: women’s ideal images are extremely skinny. Women tend to be overweight and their conscious weight is heavier than their actual weight [4]. If they have just seen images of slim women on social media or met them in person, this effect will increase. For American advertising models or actors, their figure requirements are more stringent than those of non-media women. In different eras, the body images of different popular celebrities could change the conformity of body images via different media.

4. CONCLUSION

The impact of conformity on Women’s Body images under Different Social Norms and Different Cultures seems will never end. Almost every woman is affected by conformity on their body images under different social norms and cultures with changing of conformity in different eras. One aspect affected women body and health is women trying to lose weight in wrong ways. Another effect is unhealthy mental to be unconfident and think themselves as “Not a conformity beauty”. Finally, people will follow the social media women or actresses as the conformity beauty in different eras. In this essay, mostly the negative effects are towards extremely skinny bodies. Women should be suggested to value health than body images conformity. At the same time, pressures from different cultures, social norms, and social media should stop damaging women’s health but encourage women to stay healthy. It is meaningful and necessary for people to do further research about how to stop women’s pressure about their body images, either from peer pressure or social media. If one day the women’s body conformity becomes extremely fat, it is interesting to think about what women do in that era.
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